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Rubric Sampler

Criteria for Judging the Whole Portfolio (Grades 3–12)

Sometimes it is helpful to look at the story the whole portfolio tells—quite apart from the quality 
of individual pieces of work within that portfolio. The following criteria were developed to help 
you take the “whole story” approach to looking at a portfolio in any content area. You may wish to 
consider some or all of these criteria, depending on the purpose of the portfolio and what you and 
your students hold to be important. Are there other criteria that also influence your thinking about 
the strength or power of a portfolio? Please note them—and make them known to your students.

Change Over Time
Strong
The student selects material that clearly demonstrates growth in one or more specific areas. 
Examples might be math problem-solving skill or development of ideas in writing. In reviewing the 
examples, the reviewer can easily see how and in what areas the student has grown. The self-reflec-
tion (if present) generally matches what the reviewer sees.

Developing
The samples show evidence of some growth, but the growth is limited. That is, the change from one 
sample to another is evident but not dramatic. Self-reflection, if present, may comment on changes 
that are not immediately apparent to the reviewer in looking at the student’s work.

Not Yet
The samples in the portfolio do not show evidence of noticeable student growth or change over 
time. Either noticeable growth has not occurred, or the student has not selected the samples of 
work that would illustrate that growth clearly.

Diversity
Strong
The portfolio clearly demonstrates that the student has tried a variety of tasks/projects/assignments/
challenges. There is great variety in the kinds of work presented or the outcomes/skills demon-
strated. For instance, a math portfolio might include some problem analysis, samples of graphing 
skill, a problem-solving task that shows more than one solution, good use of math terminology, and 
a project showing application of math skills.

Developing
The portfolio reflects some diversity. Tasks are not all parallel and do not all demonstrate identical 
outcomes. For instance, a math portfolio might include open-ended problem solving with analysis 
of how the student did the task together with samples showing correct application of math proce-
dures, concepts or symbols.

Not Yet
The portfolio reflects minimal diversity. All tasks represented are more or less alike, and demon-
strate the same outcomes/skills.
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Evidence of Thinking
Strong
The work in the portfolio provides evidence that the student has identified, analyzed, planned 
strategies, and worked through the solution to a problem or question. For instance, a high school 
science student might tackle the question of how to preserve wetlands in a rapidly developing area. 
An elementary science student might consider the question of whether rats can thrive on a vegetar-
ian diet.

Developing
The work in the portfolio shows some evidence of thinking, reasoning, analyzing or problem solving, 
but the student may not have worked all the way through a solution, or may have missed opportu-
nities to pull together interesting conclusions or plot alternate strategies. Still, the student’s work 
overall shows signs of planning and purposeful effort.

Not Yet
The student has not included in the portfolio any work that clearly demonstrates purposeful 
planning of strategies, problem solving, analysis of a situation, reasoning out a conclusion, or con-
sidering alternative solutions.

Self-Reflection
Strong
Several (or more) examples of self-reflection show thoughtful consideration of personal strengths 
and needs based on in-depth understanding of criteria. Reflections may also include a statement of 
personal goals; responses to learning, to a unit of study, or to an assignment; a summary of growth 
over time; or other insight regarding the personal, individual story this student’s portfolio tells.

Developing
Self-reflections included within the portfolio provide at least a superficial analysis of strengths 
and needs, which may or may not be tied to specific criteria for judging performance or growth. 
The student may include comments on what he/she likes or dislikes about a content area or unit 
of study, or about what he/she finds difficult or challenging; but the reflections may not include 
insights regarding growth, needs, goals, or changes in performance or learning styles over time.

Not Yet
Either no self-reflection is included within the portfolio, or the self-reflection is rudimentary: e.g., “I 
put this in because I like it”; “I included this in my portfolio because it took me a long time to do it”; 
“This is in my portfolio because we were asked to put it in.”
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Structure and Organization
Strong
The student has formatted and arranged the portfolio in a way that invites the reader inside. Items within 
the portfolio are clearly labeled and dated; the sequence is purposeful. All or most of the following are 
included: a table of contents, a main title page or title pages for major sections, an introductory letter to 
reviewers, a statement of purpose (may be contained within the introductory letter), criteria or rating 
scales (if relevant), and a closing, summary comment, or reflection.

Developing
The portfolio is arranged and formatted in a way that enables the reader to make sense of it with a 
little work. Most items within the portfolio are labeled, dated or both. At least some of the follow-
ing items are included: table of contents, letter of introduction, statement of purpose, title pages, 
criteria/rating scales, closing reflection.

Not Yet
Arrangement and formatting of the portfolio make it difficult for the reviewer to determine when 
and under what circumstances it was assembled. Few items (if any) are clearly labeled or dated. 
Most or all of the following are missing: table of contents, letter of introduction, statement of 
purpose, title pages, criteria/rating scales, closing reflection.
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